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Good Morning Agents for a Hopeful Future!! 
 
This week you are  set on an Educational Mission: 
The Erasmus + Project Healthy Lifestyles  has reached its second theme Addiction. 
Your mission is to inspire young adults and teens to take responsibility for a sustainable 
and healthier future through campaigning by a poster for alternative kicks to addiction. 
 
In your teams you chose one addiction which you consider to be the most serious problem for 
young people in Europe. Use all the creativity in your team, your skills and knowledge to 
reach out to your audience by creating a poster about alternative kicks via the digital tool 
Publisher 
Your presentation should explain your plan for creating a poster in the following way: 
 

1. Present the choice of addiction and alternative kick(s) and motivate why chose it 
based on what you have learned: 

            Our poster is going to inform about…. 
            It will raise attention around… 
            And to change young people´s ideas around…. by informing them about… 
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  2. Finish by pitching (=selling) your idea in an engaging way. 

● Start with a question - Have you ever thought about… 
● Describe the need to change and why. Whose problem is it 
● Describe what we need to do and how we must act to solve the problem 
● Describe how we will benefit from taking action 
● End with a catchy slogan which rhymes will inspire people to take action 

            3 - 5 words clarifying your main idea, easy to remember - use rhyme, rhythm and  
            pace to show your idea enthusiastically 
 
3. Your target group : 14 - 20 yr olds in Europe 
 
4. Timetable of the week: 
Tuesday  English: How is addiction described in popular music of different genres? Work in 
the teams. Find a popular song in any genre about taking risks and/or addiction. 
Listen to the song and read the lyrics www.letssingit.com  
Analyze the lyrics and take notes of your answers: 

● Who tells the story of the song?Give example 
● When and where does the story take place?  
● Describe the content of the song.What does it tell you about risktaking and/or 

addiction? 
● What is the message?Why? 
● Who should listen to the song?Why? 
● Could it happen in your life or to someone that you know? Is it realistic? 

 
Science  in the afternoon: presentation of the songs and lyrics (10 min/ team) in English 
 
Wednesday/Thursday  Science : Introduction of addiction in a scientific perspective 
(dopamine, brain´s rewardsystem) .Continue working in the teams and use the digital tool 
Publisher to create digital posters. 
 
Friday  English: Presentations of mission,digital poster and slogan in English  (10 min/team) 
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